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博弈论与信息经济学
4. 完全信息动态博弈（⼀）



基本概念



扩展式博弈
Extensive-form game

• 扩展式博弈是在标准式博弈的基础上加⼊了参与⼈的⾏动顺序的博弈 

• 扩展式博弈和标准式博弈都包含的要素： 

1. 参与⼈集合  

2. ⽀付函数  

• 扩展式博弈包含的独特要素： 

3. 参与⼈的⾏动顺序 

4. 参与⼈能够⾏动时的⾏动集合（⾏动集合并不⼀定是固定的） 

5. 参与⼈能够⾏动时所具有的知识（例如，我是否知道在我之前⾏动的参与⼈的策略选择） 

6. 外⽣事件的概率分布（存在不确定性时，“⾃然”如何做出选择） 

• 我们假设上述 1-6 为共同知识

N

{vi ( ⋅ )}i∈N
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博弈树
Game tree
• 描述参与⼈⾏动顺序和⾏动集合的⼀种简洁⽅法是利⽤决策树，这⾥成为博弈树（game tree） 

• 右上的博弈树描述了⼀种信任博弈： 
假设参与⼈ 1 和 2 分别为闲⻥平台的上的买家和买家。买家⾸先选择是否信任卖家（T为信任，
即代表下单），之后卖家选择是否诚信交易（C为诚信交易） 

博弈树包括以下要素 

- 节点（node）集合：  

- 节点间的先⾏（precedence）关系： , ，则  代表  先⾏于  

• 每个节点只有⼀个直接先⾏节点（predecessor） 

• 先⾏关系是可传递的（ ）、⾮对称的（ ）、不完全的（并不是任意⼀
对节点都可以排序） 

• 存在⼀个根（root）节点 ，它是所有其他节点的先⾏节点 

• 不先⾏于任何其他节点的节点称为终点（terminal node），终点的集合记作  

- 每个终点对应⼀个结果（参与⼈的回报组合） 

- 每个⾮终点节点  对应⼀个参与⼈  和⾏动集合 ，或者对应“⾃然”

X

x ∈ X x′ ∈ X x > x′ x x′ 

x > x′ , x′ > x′ ′ ⇒ x > x′ ′ x > x′ ⇒ ¬(x′ > x)

x0

Z ⊂ X

x i(x) Ai(x)
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FIGURE 7.1 A trust game.

7.1.1 Game Trees

Just as decision trees offered a simple diagrammatic description of a single player’s
decision problem, a game tree will offer a diagrammatic description that is suitable to
represent extensive-form games. Consider, for example, a game that is very common
and falls under the general category of a “trust game.” Player 1 first chooses whether
to ask for the services of player 2. He can trust player 2 (T ) or not trust him (N ), the
latter choice giving both players a payoff of 0. If player 1 plays T , then player 2 can
choose to cooperate (C), which represents offering player 1 some fair level of service,
or defect (D), by which he basically cheats player 1 with an inferior, less costly to
provide service. Assume that if player 2 cooperates then both players get a payoff of
1, while if player 2 chooses to defect then player 1 gets a payoff of −1 and player 2
gets a payoff of 2.

This game represents many real-life trading situations. It could be a driver who
trusts a mechanic to be honest and perform the right service for his vehicle rather than
rip him off; a buyer on an auction web site like eBay who trusts a seller by paying up
front and hoping that the seller will deliver the described item rather than something
inferior, or nothing at all; or a local farmer who puts up a roadside produce stand with
a jar for money and relies on his customers to pay for the produce they take according
to the “honor system.”

A simple way to represent this game is with the game tree depicted in Figure 7.1.
In this figure we draw player 1 at the top with his two choices, and following the
choice of N are the payoffs (0, 0). Following the choice T , however, player 2 gets to
move with one of his two choices, and the payoffs will be determined by the choice
he makes. In this book we will use the convention of drawing the flow of the game
from top to bottom, and the payoffs as a vertical list in which the top number is player
1’s payoff and the bottom is player 2’s. (If there are more than two players we will
have more entries, still following the natural top-down order.)

This very simple structure is the most elementary form of a game tree. It includes
most of the elements we described, but it still lacks the formal structure that would
clearly delineate the “rules” that are used to describe such a game. Most importantly,
how do we capture knowledge? For example, going back to the Battle of the Sexes
game, in which Alex moved first, we may want to use the diagram in Figure 7.2 to
represent it as a game tree. It starts at a node denoted x0, at which player 1 can choose
between O and F. Then, depending on the choice of player 1, player 2 gets to move at
either node x1 or x2 and make a choice between o and f . (We’re now using lowercase
letters to denote the choices of player 2, a convenient way to distinguish between the
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FIGURE 7.2 The sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game.

players.) The sequence of choices will result in one of the outcomes at the bottom
of the tree. However, how can we distinguish between the sequential case in which
player 2 knows the move of player 1 and the simultaneous case in which player 2
moves after player 1 but is ignorant about player 1’s move?

To address this concern formally, and to complete the structure of a game tree,
a certain amount of detail and notation needs to be introduced.1 This is the main
objective of this section; later, once the concepts are clear, we will focus our efforts
on a variety of examples to master the use of game trees.

Definition 7.1 A game tree is a set of nodes x ∈ X with a precedence relation x > x′,
which means “x precedes x′.” Every node in a game tree has only one predecessor. The
precedence relation is transitive (x > x′, x′ > x′′ ⇒ x > x′′), asymmetric (x > x′ ⇒
not x′ > x), and incomplete (not every pair of nodes x, y can be ordered). There is a
special node called the root of the tree, denoted by x0, that precedes any other x ∈ X.
Nodes that do not precede other nodes are called terminal nodes, denoted by the set
Z ⊂ X. Terminal nodes denote the final outcomes of the game with which payoffs
are associated. Every node x that is not a terminal node is assigned either to a player,
i (x), with the action set Ai(x), or to Nature.

This definition is quite a mouthful, but it formally captures the “physical” structure
of a game tree, ignoring the actions of players and what they know when they move.
To illustrate the definition, look back at the Battle of the Sexes game in Figure 7.2.
x0 is where the game begins, and x0 precedes both x1 and x2. Each of these nodes
precedes two terminal nodes, each describing a different outcome of the game. Since
the terminal nodes are the game’s outcomes, payoffs to the two players are noted at
the terminal nodes.

Another example is given in Figure 7.3. In this game we have payoffs for four
players, N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, but only players 1, 2, and 4 have actual moves. Hence we can
think of player 3 as a “dummy player.” The terminal nodes are Z = {x4, x5, x6, x7, x8},
and payoffs are defined over terminal nodes: vi : Z → R, where vi(z) is i’s payoff if
terminal node z ∈ Z is reached. For example, if node x5 is reached, then player 2 gets
v2(x5) = 7 and player 4 gets v4(x5) = −5.

1. I borrow heavily from the notation in Fudenberg and Tirole (1991). This approach will serve the
reader who is interested in learning about their more advanced treatment of the subject, and I hope
it will not deter the reader who is not.

Sequential-move BoS



• 参与⼈集合   

• 参与⼈ 3 ⽆法选择⾏动，因此称为虚拟参与⼈ 

• 终点集合为  

• ⽀付函数可以表达为 ,  
 
例如： ,   

• 每个节点对应的参与⼈ 
 
    ,  ,   

• ⾄此，我们并没有明确参与⼈⾏动时所具有的知
识。例如参与⼈ 4 在节点  时是否知道先⾏参
与⼈ 2 在节点  的决策结果？

N = {1,2,3,4}

Z = {x4, x5, x6, x7, x8}

vi(x) x ∈ Z

v1(x5) = 1 v3(x8) = 8

i(x0) = 1 i(x1) = 2 i(x3) = i(x4) = 4

x2
x1
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FIGURE 7.3 A game tree with a “dummy” player.

The precedence relation, together with the way in which players are assigned
to nodes, describes the way in which the game unfolds. For example, in Figure 7.3
player 1 is assigned to the root, so i(x0) = 1. His action set at the root, A1(x0), includes
two choices that determine whether the game will terminate at node x4 with payoffs
(2, 0, −4, 3), or whether player 2 will get to play at node x1. Player 2 then can choose
whether player 4 will play at x2 or x3, and at each of these nodes player 4 has two
choices that both end in termination of the game. Player 3 has no moves to make.2

There is still one missing component: how do we describe the knowledge of each
player when it is his turn to move? In Figure 7.3 we see that player 2 moves after
player 1. Would player 2 know what player 1 did? In this example we would think
the answer should be obvious: if player 1 chose his other action, the game would end
and player 2 would not have the option of choosing an action. Moving down the game
tree to player 4, however, raises some questions. It seems implicit in the way we drew
the game tree in Figure 7.3 that player 4 knows what happened before he moves, that
is, if he is at node x2 or at node x3. Hence if player 4 knows where he is in the game
tree then he must know what player 2 did before him.

Perhaps the game that is played actually calls on player 4 to make his move without
knowing what player 2 did at x1. How can we describe this situation in a game tree?
Clearly we need to find a way to represent the case in which player 4 cannot distinguish
between being at x2 and being at x3. That is, we need to be able to make statements
like “I know that I am at either x2 or x3, but I don’t know at which of the two I am.”

We proceed to put structure on the information that a player has when it is his turn
to move. A player can have very fine information and know exactly where he is in
the game tree, or he may have coarser information and not know what has happened
before his move, therefore not knowing exactly where he is in the game tree. We
introduce the following definition:

2. Note that the moves from any nonterminal node result in a move to another node in the game. Thus
we can save on notation and give moves “names” that are consistent with the nodes in which they
will result. For our current example we could write A1(x0) = {x1, x4}, A2(x1) = {x2, x3}, A4(x2) =
{x5, x6}, and A4(x3) = {x7, x8}.



信息集
Information set

• 参与⼈如果对博弈进程了解得⾮常详细，代表 
他知道⾃⼰⾏动时位于博弈树中的哪个节点上。 
反之，他将⽆法判断⾃⼰所处的位置 

• 我们⽤信息集来描述参与⼈所具有的知识 

信息集（information set）：参与⼈  拥有信息集的族 ，其中的信息集将  的⾏动节点进⾏分
割。信息集  满⾜下列性质： 

1. 如果  只包含⼀个节点 ，即 ，则在  ⾏动的参与⼈  知道⾃⼰在  处 

2. 如果 , , ，则在  ⾏动的参与⼈  不知道⾃⼰是在  处还是在  处 

3. 如果 , , ，则  

• 右上的例⼦展示了两种表达信息集的⽅法

i Hi i
h ∈ Hi

h x h = {x} x i x

x ≠ x′ x ∈ h x′ ∈ h x i x x′ 

x ≠ x′ x ∈ h x′ ∈ h Ai(x) = Ai(x′ )
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FIGURE 7.4 The simultaneous-move Battle of the Sexes game.

Definition 7.2 Every player i has a collection of information sets hi ∈ Hi that
partition the nodes of the game at which player i moves with the following properties:

1. If hi is a singleton that includes only x then player i who moves at x knows
that he is at x.

2. If x "= x′ and if both x ∈ hi and x′ ∈ hi then player i who moves at x does not
know whether he is at x or x′.

3. If x "= x′ and if both x ∈ hi and x′ ∈ hi then Ai(x
′) = Ai(x).

The formal definition builds on a simple idea. Consider the sequential-move Battle
of the Sexes game in Figure 7.2 and observe that player 2 moves at x1. We want to
describe whether or not he knows that he is at x1. If we write h2 = {x1}, this means that
the information set at x1 is a singleton (it includes only the node x1). Hence player
2 has information that says “I am at x1,” which is captured by property (1) of the
definition. In this case it will follow that player 2 will have another information set,
h′

2 = {x2}.
If, in contrast, we want to represent a game in which player 2 does not know

whether he is at x1 or x2, then it must be the case that his information is “I know that
I am at either x1 or x2, but I don’t know at which of the two I am.” Thus we will write
h2 = {x1, x2}, which exactly means that player 2 cannot tell whether he is at x1 or x2.
This is the essence of property (2) of the definition.

Finally, property (3) is also essential to maintain the logic of information. If instead
x ∈ hi and x′ ∈ hi but Ai(x

′) "= Ai(x), then by the mere fact that player i has different
actions from which to choose at each of the nodes x and x′, he should be able to
distinguish between these two nodes. It would therefore be illogical to assume that
he cannot distinguish between them.

We are left to construct a graphical representation to show which nodes belong in
the same information set. In Figure 7.4 we present the two common ways of depicting
this using the extensive-form representation of the simultaneous-move Battle of the
Sexes game that we have already seen and analyzed. Player 1 chooses from the action
set A1 = {O, F }, and player 2 chooses from A2 = {o, f }, without observing the choice
of player 1. On the left side of Figure 7.4 we use an ellipse to denote an information
set, and all the nodes that are in the same ellipse belong to the same information set.
In this example player 2 cannot distinguish between x1 and x2, so that h2 = {x1, x2}.
On the right side of Figure 7.4 is another common way of depicting information sets,
according to which the dashed line connecting x1 with x2 denotes that both are in the
same information set. Another example of a simultaneous-move game depicted as a



静态博弈的扩展式表达
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FIGURE 7.5 Game tree of rock-paper-scissors.

game tree is the game of rock-paper-scissors, depicted in Figure 7.5. In this game
player 1 chooses from the set A1 = {R, P, S} while player 2 chooses from the set
A2 = {r, p, s}, without observing the choice made by player 1.

7.1.2 Imperfect versus Perfect Information

We defined games of complete information in Chapter 3 as the situation in which
each player i knows the action set and the payoff function of each and every player
j ∈ N, and this itself is common knowledge. This definition sufficed for the normal-
form representation. For extensive-form games, however, it is useful to distinguish
between two different types of complete-information games:

Definition 7.3 A game of complete information in which every information set is a
singleton and there are no moves of Nature is called a game of perfect information.
A game in which some information sets contain several nodes or in which there are
moves of Nature is called a game of imperfect information.

In a game of perfect information every player knows exactly where he is in the
game by knowing what occurred before he was called on to move. Examples would
be the trust game in Figure 7.1 and the sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game
in Figure 7.2. In a game of (complete but) imperfect information some players do
not know where they are because some information sets include more than one node.
This happens, for example, every time they move without knowing what some players
have chosen previously, implying that any simultaneous-move game is a game of
imperfect information. Examples include the simultaneous-move Battle of the Sexes
game shown in Figure 7.4 and the rock-paper-scissors game depicted in Figure 7.5.

Games of imperfect information are also useful to capture the uncertainty a player
may have about acts of Nature. For example, imagine the following card game: There
is a large deck that includes an equal number of only kings and aces, from which
player 1 pulls out a card without looking at it. The probability of getting a king is 0.5,
and we can think of this as Nature’s move. Hence player 1 moves after Nature and
does not know if Nature chose a king or an ace. After drawing the card, player 1 can
call (C) or fold (F ). If he folds, he pays $1 to player 2. If he calls, he pays $2 to player
2 if the card is a king, while player 2 pays him $2 if the card is an ace.

We can accurately describe this game in one of the two ways depicted in Figure 7.6.
To see this, consider the game tree in the left panel. The order of appearance is loyal
to the story: Nature chose K or A. Player 1 does not know what happened, but he
knows that he is at either node in his information set with probability 1

2 . Then player
1 makes his move and the game ends. The game on the right looks different but is

⽯头剪⼦布博弈

参与⼈ 2
R P S

参与⼈ 1

R 0, 0 –1, 1 1, –1

P 1, –1 0, 0 –1, 1

S –1, 1 1, –1 0, 0



完美信息
Perfect information

在完全信息博弈（games of complete information）中，  

- 所有信息集都是单点，且没有“⾃然”参与的博弈称为完美信息博弈（games of perfect information） 

- 部分信息集包含多个节点，或有“⾃然”参与的博弈称为不完美信息博弈（games of imperfect information） 
 

• ⽐⼤⼩： 

- ⼀副扑克牌中仅包含相同数量的 K 和 A 

- 参与⼈ 1 从中抽⼀张，但不允许看牌 
此时参与⼈可以选择叫牌（C）或放弃（F） 

- 如果选择放弃，则参与⼈ 1 付 1 元给参与⼈ 2 

- 如果选择叫牌， 

• 如果⼿牌为 K，则参与⼈ 1 付 2 元给参与⼈ 2 

• 如果⼿牌为 A，则参与⼈ 2 付 2 元给参与⼈ 1

8

完全信息：每个参与⼈都知道所有参与⼈的 
⾏动集合和⽀付函数，且这⼀点是共同知识

  每个同时⾏动（静态）博弈都是不完美信息博弈⇒ 7.2 Strategies and Nash Equilibrium . 137
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FIGURE 7.6 A card game.

strategically equivalent. Player 1 makes his move (C or F ) without knowing which
card was drawn, and then Nature draws the card, K or A, with equal probability.
Therefore in both games we are depicting exactly the same information and moves,
and hence we are getting the story right.3

There is an insight worth emphasizing here. A game will be one of imperfect
information when a player must make a move either without knowing the move of
another player or without knowing the realization of a choice of Nature. Uncertainty
over the choice of Nature, or exogenous uncertainty, is at the heart of the single-
person decision problems that were described in Chapter 2. (And the card game
in Figure 7.6 is effectively a single-person decision problem because player 2 has
no choices to make.) Uncertainty over the choice of another player, or endogenous
uncertainty, is the subject of simultaneous-move games like the simultaneous-move
Battle of the Sexes game in Figure 7.4. Notice, however, that both situations share
a common feature: occurrences that some player does not know are captured by
uncertainty over where he is in the game, be it from exogenous or endogenous
uncertainty. In either case a player must form beliefs about the unobserved actions,
of Nature or of other players, in order to analyze his situation.

7.2 Strategies and Nash Equilibrium

Now that we have the structure of the extensive-form game well defined, and have
developed game trees to represent this structure, we move to the next important step
of describing strategies. Recall that in Section 3.1 we argued that “a strategy is often
defined as a plan of action intended to accomplish a specific goal.” In the normal-
form game it was very easy to define a strategy for a player: a pure strategy was
some element from his set of actions, Ai, and a mixed strategy was some probability
distribution over these actions. As we will now see, a strategy is more involved in
extensive-form games.

7.2.1 Pure Strategies

Consider the sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game described again in Figure 7.7.
(We will now seldom include the names of nodes in our game trees because they have

3. This is the reason that the definition of games of perfect or imperfect information explicitly requires
the reference to moves of Nature. It is sometimes possible to include them in a game tree in which
all the information sets are singletons.

这两个博弈树是等价的，因此我们在定义不完美信息时要考虑“⾃然”



纯策略

扩展式博弈中的纯策略：参与⼈  的纯策略是⼀个完整的⾏动计划， 
包括参与⼈  在他的每个信息集上所选择的纯⾏动 

• 在右上的序贯⾏动 BoS 中，参与⼈ 1 的纯策略是  和 ，即 ；
参与⼈ 2 的纯策略是： 

- 在信息集  上选择 , , , ，可以简写成  

• 在右下的同时⾏动 BoS 中，参与⼈ 2 只有⼀个信息集，因此他的纯策略只有  和   

参与⼈  的纯策略是⼀个函数 ，它给每⼀个信息集  赋予⼀个⾏动 
。参与⼈  的所有纯策略的集合写作  

• 纯策略的个数：当参与⼈  有  个信息集，且信息集  中包含  个⾏动时， 
参与⼈  共有  个纯策略

i
i

O F S1 = {O, F}

(x1, x2) (o, o) (o, f ) ( f, o) ( f, f ) S2 = {oo, of, fo, ff}

o f

i si : Hi → Ai h ∈ Hi
Ai(h) ∈ Ai i Si

i k j mj
i m1 × m2 × ⋯ × mk
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FIGURE 7.2 The sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game.

players.) The sequence of choices will result in one of the outcomes at the bottom
of the tree. However, how can we distinguish between the sequential case in which
player 2 knows the move of player 1 and the simultaneous case in which player 2
moves after player 1 but is ignorant about player 1’s move?

To address this concern formally, and to complete the structure of a game tree,
a certain amount of detail and notation needs to be introduced.1 This is the main
objective of this section; later, once the concepts are clear, we will focus our efforts
on a variety of examples to master the use of game trees.

Definition 7.1 A game tree is a set of nodes x ∈ X with a precedence relation x > x′,
which means “x precedes x′.” Every node in a game tree has only one predecessor. The
precedence relation is transitive (x > x′, x′ > x′′ ⇒ x > x′′), asymmetric (x > x′ ⇒
not x′ > x), and incomplete (not every pair of nodes x, y can be ordered). There is a
special node called the root of the tree, denoted by x0, that precedes any other x ∈ X.
Nodes that do not precede other nodes are called terminal nodes, denoted by the set
Z ⊂ X. Terminal nodes denote the final outcomes of the game with which payoffs
are associated. Every node x that is not a terminal node is assigned either to a player,
i (x), with the action set Ai(x), or to Nature.

This definition is quite a mouthful, but it formally captures the “physical” structure
of a game tree, ignoring the actions of players and what they know when they move.
To illustrate the definition, look back at the Battle of the Sexes game in Figure 7.2.
x0 is where the game begins, and x0 precedes both x1 and x2. Each of these nodes
precedes two terminal nodes, each describing a different outcome of the game. Since
the terminal nodes are the game’s outcomes, payoffs to the two players are noted at
the terminal nodes.

Another example is given in Figure 7.3. In this game we have payoffs for four
players, N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, but only players 1, 2, and 4 have actual moves. Hence we can
think of player 3 as a “dummy player.” The terminal nodes are Z = {x4, x5, x6, x7, x8},
and payoffs are defined over terminal nodes: vi : Z → R, where vi(z) is i’s payoff if
terminal node z ∈ Z is reached. For example, if node x5 is reached, then player 2 gets
v2(x5) = 7 and player 4 gets v4(x5) = −5.

1. I borrow heavily from the notation in Fudenberg and Tirole (1991). This approach will serve the
reader who is interested in learning about their more advanced treatment of the subject, and I hope
it will not deter the reader who is not.
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FIGURE 7.7 The sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game.

no real consequence for the issues with which we are concerned.) Player 1 has a single
information set with one node, so for him a pure strategy is as simple as “play O”
or “play F .” For player 2, however, things are a bit more involved. Player 2 has two
information sets, each associated with a different action of player 1. Hence the two
simple statements “play o” and “play f ” do not seem to exhaust all the possibilities
for player 2. In particular, player 2 can choose the following rather attractive strategy:
“If player 1 plays O then I will play o, while if player 1 plays F then I will play f .”

This simple example demonstrates that when a player’s move follows after the
realization of previous events in the game, and if the player can distinguish between
these previous events (they result in different information sets), then he can condition
his behavior on the events that happened. A strategy is therefore no longer a simple
statement of what a player will do, as in the normal-form simultaneous-move game.
Instead we have

Pure Strategies in Extensive-Form Games A pure strategy for player i is a
complete plan of play that describes which pure action player i will choose at each
of his information sets.

If we consider the simultaneous-move Battle of the Sexes game in Figure 7.8,
the pure strategies for player 1 are S1 = {O, F }, and those for player 2 are S2 =
{o, f }. Because each player has only one information set, the extensive-form game is
identical to the simple normal-form game we have already encountered. In contrast, in
the sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game in Figure 7.7, player 2 has two distinct
information sets in which he can choose o or f , each information set resulting from
the previously made choice of player 1. Therefore a “complete plan of play” must
accommodate a strategy that directs what player 2 will choose for each choice of
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o f
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2
1

FIGURE 7.8 The simultaneous-move Battle of the Sexes game.Simultaneous-move BoS



混合策略与⾏为策略
Mixed versus behavioral strategies

参与⼈  的混合策略是关于他的纯策略  的概率分布 

• 选择⼀个特定的混合策略，等于在博弈开始之前随机选择⼀个完整的⾏动计划，然后全部执⾏。但在序贯博弈
中，参与⼈可能想在到达特定的信息集时再随机选择⾏动。 
 

例如在序贯⾏动 BoS 中，参与⼈ 2 可能会考虑：“当参与⼈ 1 选择  时，我选择 ；当参与⼈ 1 选择  时，我
依照  的概率选择 ” 
 

混合策略⽆法描述这种⾏动计划，因此我们需要定义下⾯的⾏为策略 

参与⼈  的⾏为策略（behavioral strategy）赋予每个信息集  ⼀个  上的 
独⽴的概率分布，记作 。其中，  代表参与⼈  在信息集  处 
选择⾏动  的概率  

• 在序贯⾏动 BoS 中，参与⼈ 2 的混合策略是概率分布 ，⽽ 
⾏为策略是在信息集  和  的两个概率分布  和 

i si ∈ Si

O f F
(2/3, 1/3) (o, f )

i h ∈ Hi Ai(h)
σi : Hi → ΔAi(h) σi(ai(h)) i h

ai(h)

(poo, pof , pfo, pff )
x1 x2 (σ2(ox1

), σ2( fx1
)) (σ2(ox2

), σ2( fx2
))
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FIGURE 7.2 The sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game.

players.) The sequence of choices will result in one of the outcomes at the bottom
of the tree. However, how can we distinguish between the sequential case in which
player 2 knows the move of player 1 and the simultaneous case in which player 2
moves after player 1 but is ignorant about player 1’s move?

To address this concern formally, and to complete the structure of a game tree,
a certain amount of detail and notation needs to be introduced.1 This is the main
objective of this section; later, once the concepts are clear, we will focus our efforts
on a variety of examples to master the use of game trees.

Definition 7.1 A game tree is a set of nodes x ∈ X with a precedence relation x > x′,
which means “x precedes x′.” Every node in a game tree has only one predecessor. The
precedence relation is transitive (x > x′, x′ > x′′ ⇒ x > x′′), asymmetric (x > x′ ⇒
not x′ > x), and incomplete (not every pair of nodes x, y can be ordered). There is a
special node called the root of the tree, denoted by x0, that precedes any other x ∈ X.
Nodes that do not precede other nodes are called terminal nodes, denoted by the set
Z ⊂ X. Terminal nodes denote the final outcomes of the game with which payoffs
are associated. Every node x that is not a terminal node is assigned either to a player,
i (x), with the action set Ai(x), or to Nature.

This definition is quite a mouthful, but it formally captures the “physical” structure
of a game tree, ignoring the actions of players and what they know when they move.
To illustrate the definition, look back at the Battle of the Sexes game in Figure 7.2.
x0 is where the game begins, and x0 precedes both x1 and x2. Each of these nodes
precedes two terminal nodes, each describing a different outcome of the game. Since
the terminal nodes are the game’s outcomes, payoffs to the two players are noted at
the terminal nodes.

Another example is given in Figure 7.3. In this game we have payoffs for four
players, N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, but only players 1, 2, and 4 have actual moves. Hence we can
think of player 3 as a “dummy player.” The terminal nodes are Z = {x4, x5, x6, x7, x8},
and payoffs are defined over terminal nodes: vi : Z → R, where vi(z) is i’s payoff if
terminal node z ∈ Z is reached. For example, if node x5 is reached, then player 2 gets
v2(x5) = 7 and player 4 gets v4(x5) = −5.

1. I borrow heavily from the notation in Fudenberg and Tirole (1991). This approach will serve the
reader who is interested in learning about their more advanced treatment of the subject, and I hope
it will not deter the reader who is not.
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混合策略与⾏为策略间的转换

• Q1：给出⼀个混合策略时，是⾮存在⼀个回报相同的⾏为策略？ 

- 当参与⼈ 2 的混合策略是  时，与之回报相同的⾏为策略是 
 

  ,   
  ,   

• Q2：给出⼀个⾏为策略时，是⾮存在⼀个回报相同的混合策略？ 

- 右图给出了⼀个参与⼈ 2 的⾏为策略，与之回报相同的混合策略满⾜ 
 

  ,   ,  
 

  ,   ,  
 

因为 ，上⾯四个等式退化为两个，因此存在⽆限多个 
回报相同的混合策略（例如  和 ） 

• 当参与⼈不会忘记任何已知信息时，我们称该博弈为完美回忆博弈（games of perfect recall）。在完美回
忆博弈中，给定对⼿的策略时，同⼀期望回报既可以由混合策略产⽣，也可以⽤⾏为策略产⽣

(poo, pof , pfo, pff )

σ2(ox1
) = Pr(o |O) = poo + pof σ2( fx1

) = Pr( f |O) = pfo + pff
σ2(ox2

) = Pr(o |F) = poo + pfo σ2( fx2
) = Pr( f |F) = pof + pff

Pr(o |O) = 1
3 = poo + pof Pr( f |O) = 2

3 = pfo + pff

Pr(o |F) = 1
2 = poo + pfo Pr( f |F) = 1

2 = pof + pff

poo + pof + pfo + pff = 1
(1/3, 0, 1/6, 1/2) (1/6, 1/6, 1/3, 1/3)
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FIGURE 7.9 Behavioral strategies in the sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game.

form (poo, pof , pf o, pff ) with
∑

s∈S2
ps = 1 with a behavioral strategy of the form

(σ2(o(hO
2 )), σ2(f (hO

2 )), σ2(o(hF
2 )), σ2(f (hF

2 ))) that leads to the same randomization
over outcomes?

The answer is yes, which is quite easy to see. Conditional on reaching x1 the
probability of playing o is Pr{o|O} = poo + pof , and conditional on reaching
x1 the probability of playing f is Pr{f |O} = pf o + pff , so that Pr{o|O}+
Pr{f |O} = 1. Similarly, conditional on reaching x2 the probability of playing
o is Pr{o|F } = poo + pf o, and the probability of playing f is Pr{f |F } =
pof + pff , so that Pr{o|F } + Pr{f |F } = 1. Thus we can define a behavioral strat-
egy σ2(a2(h)} = Pr{a2|h} that yields the same randomization as the mixed strategy
(poo, pof , pf o, pff ).

The complementary question is whether, given a behavioral strategy, we can
find a mixed strategy that leads to the same outcomes. Again, turn to the example
as an illustration and consider the behavioral strategy shown in Figure 7.9, where
σ2(o(O)) = 1

3, σ2(f (O)) = 2
3 , and σ2(o(F )) = σ2(f (F )) = 1

2 . Notice that if the
player uses a mixed strategy (poo, pof , pf o, pff ) then conditional on player 1 choos-
ing O,action o will be chosen with probability poo + pof , and action f will be chosen
with probability pf o + pff . Similarly, conditional on player 1 choosing F, action o

will be chosen with probability poo + pf o, and action f will be chosen with prob-
ability pof + pff . Thus to replicate the behavioral strategy, four equalities must be
satisfied by the mixed strategy (poo, pof , pf o, pff ):

Pr{o|O} = poo + pof = 1
3

Pr{f |O} = pf o + pff = 2
3

Pr{o|F } = poo + pf o = 1
2

Pr{f |F } = pof + pff = 1
2 .

It may seem like we have four equations with four unknowns, but this system
of equations is “underidentified” because these four equations are really only two
equations. By definition it must be true that

poo + pof + pf o + pff = 1,



扩展式博弈的标准式表达
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FIGURE 7.10 The absent-minded driver.
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FIGURE 7.11 The Battle of the Sexes game: two versions.

7.2.3 Normal-Form Representation of Extensive-Form Games

Consider the two variants of the Battle of the Sexes game presented in Figure 7.11.
The simultaneous-move version in the right panel is one that we have seen before in
its matrix form, as follows:

Player 2
O F

Player 1
O 2, 1 0, 0

F 0, 0 1, 2

Now consider the sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game depicted in the left
panel. Recall that S1 = {O, F } and S2 = {oo, of, f o, ff }, where f o, for example,
means that player 2 plays f after player 1 plays O, while player 2 plays o after player
1 plays F . This game can be represented by a 2 × 4 matrix as follows:

Player 2
oo of f o ff

Player 1
O 2, 1 2, 1 0, 0 0, 0

F 0, 0 1, 2 0, 0 1, 2

As this matrix demonstrates, each of the four payoffs in the original extensive-form
game is replicated twice. This happens because for any pure strategy of player 1, two

Simultaneous-move BoS
参与⼈ 2

o f

参与⼈ 1
O 2, 1 0, 0

F 0, 0 1, 2

Sequential-move BoS
参与⼈ 2

oo of fo ff

参与⼈ 1
O 2, 1 2, 1 0, 0 0, 0

F 0, 0 1, 2 0, 0 1, 2

任意扩展式博弈都有唯⼀的标准式表达

（将扩展式博弈中的纯策略⽤作标准式博弈中的纯策略）

  通过标准式表达可以找到纳什均衡⇒



标准式博弈的扩展式表达
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参与⼈ 2
C D

参与⼈ 1
N 0, 0 0, 0

E 1, 1 –1, 2
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of the four pure strategies of player 2 are equivalent. For example, if player 1 plays
O, then only the “first component” of player 2’s strategy matters (what player 2 does
following player 1’s choice of O). Therefore oo (player 2 playing o after O and o

after F ) and of (player 2 playing o after O and f after F ) yield the same outcome.
If, however, player 1 plays F , then only the second component of player 2’s strategy
matters, so that oo and f o yield the same outcome.

Any extensive-form game can be transformed into a normal-form game by using
the set of pure strategies of the extensive form (see definition 7.4) as the set of pure
strategies in the normal form, and the set of payoff functions is derived from how
combinations of pure strategies result in the selection of terminal nodes. Furthermore
every extensive-form game will have a unique normal form that represents it, which
is not true for the reverse transformation (see the following remark).

Clearly this exercise of transforming extensive-form games into the normal form
seems to miss the point of capturing the dynamic structure of the extensive-form game.
Why then would we be interested in this exercise? The reason is that the concept of
a Nash equilibrium is static in nature, in that the equilibrium posits that players take
the strategies of others as given, and in turn they play a best response. Therefore
the normal-form representation of an extensive form will suffice to find all the Nash
equilibria of the game. This is particularly useful if the extensive form is a two-player
game with a finite number of strategies for each player, because we can write its
normal form as a matrix and solve it with the simple techniques developed earlier. As
we will now see, this approach has some useful implications.

Remark Though every extensive form has a unique normal-form representation, it is
not true that every normal form can be represented by a unique extensive-form game.
Consider the following matrix for a normal-form game:

C D

N 0, 0 0, 0

E 1, 1 −1, 2

and notice that it is a consistent representation of either of the two game trees
depicted in Figure 7.12. Notice that the extensive form on the left is a game of perfect
information while the game on the right is one of imperfect information. However,
in terms of their “strategic” character, the two extensive-form games are identical,
because a game’s strategic essence is captured by its normal form.
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C C DD
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2

1

1
1

C D
0
0

2

FIGURE 7.12 Two extensive forms with the same normal form.

标准式博弈可以有不同的扩展式表达



纳什均衡和博弈路径
Nash equilibrium and paths of play

• 序贯⾏动 BoS 的标准式表达中的纯策略纳什均衡为： , ,  

•  和  会产⽣相同的回报，那么这两个均衡有什么不同呢？ 
 

  两者的不同是参与⼈ 2 在“参与⼈ 1 选择 ” 时（即信息集 ）选择的策略不同， 
     ⽽这个信息集在博弈中是⽆法到达的 

令  为扩展式博弈中的⾏为策略纳什均衡。当⼀个信息集在  下可以 
以正概率到达时，我们称之为在均衡路径上（on the equilibrium path）；当信息集 
不可能到达时，称之为偏离均衡路径（off the equilibrium path） 

• 从右图可以看出，到达信息集  的概率为 100%，因此它在均衡路径上，⽽  则 
偏离了均衡路径。参与⼈ 2 在  上选择  的作⽤是迫使参与⼈ 1 选择 ， 这在博 
弈论中称为“威胁” 

• 但是这种威胁是不可信的，因为如果参与⼈ 1 错误的选择了 ，那参与⼈ 2 不会选择   
造成这种奇怪现象的原因是标准式表达失去了动态博弈中关于⾏动顺序的信息

(O, oo) (O, of ) (F, ff )

(O, oo) (O, of )

⇒ F x2

σ* = (σ*1 , …, σ*n ) σ*

x2 x1
x1 f F

O f

14

Sequential-move BoS
参与⼈ 2

oo of fo ff

参与⼈ 1
O 2, 1 2, 1 0, 0 0, 0

F 0, 0 1, 2 0, 0 1, 2
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FIGURE 7.13 Equilibrium paths in the sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game.

because there is a unique path from the root of the game to each terminal node. This
follows from the construction that every node can be preceded by only one node. We
also know that players will play a Nash equilibrium because, given their correct beliefs
about the strategies of their opponents, it is in their best interest to stick with their
equilibrium strategies. This implies that if a strategy profile s∗ is a Nash equilibrium,
each player i prefers sticking to the predicted path of play over “leaving” it and
choosing some other path in the game, given his belief that the other players will
stick to s∗

−i. It is therefore useful to define the following:

Definition 7.8 Let σ ∗ = (σ ∗
1 , . . . , σ ∗

n ) be a Nash equilibrium profile of behavioral
strategies in an extensive-form game. We say that an information set is on the
equilibrium path if given σ ∗ it is reached with positive probability. We say that
an information set is off the equilibrium path if given σ ∗ it is never reached.

Using this definition we can reinterpret the forces that make a Nash equilibrium
prediction self-enforcing. In a Nash equilibrium players choose to proceed on the
equilibrium path because of their beliefs about what the other players are doing both
on and off the equilibrium path. In Figure 7.13 the Nash equilibrium (F, ff ) of the
sequential-move Battle of the Sexes game is shown with the highlighted edges in the
tree. This equilibrium is supported by player 1’s correct belief that if he would deviate
from the equilibrium path and play O then he would receive 0 because player 2 will
proceed to play f in the information set x1. In other words, the “threat” imposed by
player 2’s strategy of how he will proceed off the equilibrium path is supporting the
actions of player 1 on the equilibrium path.

Notice, however, that the Nash equilibrium (F, ff ) has a rather curious feature.
The reason that player 1 is not willing to deviate from F to O is his belief that player 2
will choose f in information set x1. However, choosing f after O is an irrational
choice of player 2 given the payoffs of the game, implying that this “threat” is
somewhat incredible.Now ask yourself: is the Nash equilibrium (F, ff ) a reasonable
prediction about the rational choice of player 1? By the definition of Nash equilibrium
it is: F is a best response to ff and vice versa. However, this implies that if, for some
unexpected reason, player 1 would suddenly choose to play O then player 2 would
not respond optimally: his strategy ff commits him to choose f even though o would
yield him a higher payoff after a choice of O by player 1. This argument sheds some
light on a weakness of the normal-form representation in that it treats all choices as
“once-and-for-all” simultaneous choices, and thus beliefs can never be challenged.
We address this weakness in the next chapter.



练习：否决权（veto power）

• 两个参与⼈需要对三个候选⼈ , ,  进⾏投票 

• 参与⼈ 1 的偏好是 ，参与⼈ 2 的偏好是  

• 参与⼈ 1 ⾸先⾏动，从三⼈中选出⼀⼈进⾏否决；然后参与⼈ 2 ⾏动，从剩下的两⼈
中选出获胜者 

• 回答下⾯的问题： 

1. 画出这个博弈的博弈树（定义适当的⽀付函数） 

2. 写出每个参与⼈的纯策略集合 

3. 找到全部纯策略纳什均衡

a b c

a ≻1 b ≻1 c c ≻2 b ≻2 a
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练习：蜈蚣博弈（centipede game）

• ⼀个盒⼦中有6元钱。两个参与⼈进⾏下⾯的游戏： 

- ⾏动顺序是参与⼈ 1  参与⼈ 2  参与⼈ 1  参与⼈ 2  

- 在每⼀回合，能够⾏动的参与⼈可以选择收钱（G）或继续（S）。如果选择 G，则⾃⼰可以获得盒⼦中⾦额的 ，
对⼿获得 ，游戏结束 

- 在前三回合，能够⾏动的参与⼈如果选择 S，则盒⼦中的⾦额会变成  倍，游戏进⼊下⼀回合。在第四回合，如果
参与⼈ 2 选择 S，则盒⼦中的⾦额依然会变成  倍，然后⾃⼰获得翻倍后⾦额的 ，参与⼈ 1 获得 ，游戏结束 

• 回答下⾯的问题： 

1. 画出博弈树 

2. 有多少终点？有多少信息集？ 

3. 每个参与⼈有多少纯策略？ 

4. 找到全部纯策略纳什均衡，以及它们对应的回报 

5. 如果参与⼈ 2 在第四回合选择 S 时，两⼈平分盒⼦中翻倍后的⾦额，纯策略纳什均衡会发成变化吗？

→ → →

2/3
1/3

3/2
3/2 1/3 2/3
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